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The rural West:

An artifact of
the 19th century Senior citizens of Cedaredge, Colorado.from left: :Mae Himes, Alice Stoffel,

Virginia Porterfield, Margaret Robinson

The rural West is fascinating because it comes to
us almost intact from the 19th century. It has
.survived for 100 years because the Western way of
life and mainstream America just don't mix. This
essay examines the blend of economic and social
defenses that has kept the Weston its own trackfor
thepast century.

____ by Ed Marston

The rural West appears to defy
certain laws of physics. To
board a plane in Bozeman,

Mont., and get off in Los Angeles or
New York ·makes one think diffusion,
entropy, 'even common sense, have been'
suspended. How could so' much conges-
tion, submersion of nature, smoggy air,
bruising social interactions, exist along-
side so much emptiness. so ·much tri-
umphant nature, such clear air, such easy
public life?

Why don"t people diffuse out of
areas where it takes an hour to creep-
commute 20 miles and move into the
rural West, whose small towns know
only rush-minutes at the end of Friday
evening high school football games? .
Why doesn't the smog infiltrate a region
whose air is so clear it makes landmarks
10 miles away look as if they were
across the street?

The West is a region mostly without
metropolitan areas. To rural Westerners,
the idea of spending an hour or more
inching to and from work along a free-
way is as inconceivable as queuing for
an hour to buy a pound of meat. Resi-
dents of Los Angeles or Chicago have
more in common with a Muscovite than
with someone from Deer Lodge, MOnt.
It is usual to blame, or praise, the

West's mountains, canyons, aridity and
harsh climate for the emptiness and sep-
aration from the main American stream.
It is said that a difficult geography and
climate have diverted modem develop-
ment away from the rural West. The
assumption is that, in the course of time,
this almost accidental diversion will end
and the West will rejoin, in an economic
sense, the rest of the nation.

As a result, many Westerners are
waiting for the West to happen -- for it to
become like the America they visit and
see on television. The idea that the West
has been on a separate track for decades,
and may now be fundamentally different
from America -- and heading not toward

a joining with America but in some other
direction -- is not considered.

The possibility that the West will
remain separate from the United States
seems unlikely if only because of its' J
location: The region sits athwart Ameri- ,1
ca, between the coasts that dominate the,
natiili. But thus far, that location has led
to only.the loosest integration. Today,
America simply flows over the West, in
~ir lanes and as' television signals, and
under it, as telephone and computer data
communications.

Those from outside who pass
through the West play hopscotch, jump-
ing from enclave to enclave: first a foot
in Denver, and then a long stretch to Salt
Lake City, or a stretch and a jump from
Denver to Phoenix, and then safe and
familiar again in San Diego-LA. For
tourists, the safe islands are Boulder,
Aspen, Telluride, Jackson, Santa Fe.
Between them lies now heres ville.

What is it that maintains this terra
incognita? Certainly not mountains,
desens and canyons; they are easily pen-
etrated and are what today attract people
to the West. But at one time, they did
isolate the land physically and therefore
economically. In the shelter of those bar-
riers grew up a way of life based on the
West's interlocking natural resource
economy: cattle, trees, damming water
for irrigation and electricity, mining,
milling, digging coal, burning it in power
plants, building transmission lines to
export the electricity, and excavating
caves to accept the nuclear refuse from
metro-area nuclear power plants.

Upon this extractive economy
has developed an extractive
way of life -- a culture

anchored in small communities, extend-
ed families, conservative religions, and
an education system designed for the
procreation of that way of life.

It is a way of life that until recently
was seamless, with strong inner and
outer fortifications. 'The West is about
half public land, and the outer fortifica-

tions of the region are the federal laws
governing the use of the public land --
what law professor Charles Wilkinson
calls the "lords of yesterday."

Those laws guarantee free access to
minerals through the 1872 Mining Law;
low cost access to oil, gas, coal and oil
shale through the Mineral Leasing Act;
,subsidized access to grass and trees for
ranchers and loggers through an array of
laws; subsidized water through the
Bureau of Reclamation and the reclama-
tion laws; and markets for the West's
uranium through a federally created
nuclear puwer industry and the national
defense business.

This economy is maintained by a
shift'in~ bloc of 20 V,S. Senators from
Western states whose economies are
based on the land. In ro~nd numbe~, 6
percent of the U.S. population has 20
percent of tbe U.S. Senate. The senators
are backed by a cohesive array of state
legislatures, county commissions, thou-
sands of boards and countless ranching,
farming and water groups. Only the gov-
ernors, elected by popular state-wide
vote and least susceptible to. this extrac-
tive culture, may depart from the norm
and be tugged toward the other America.
This, then, is the outer ring: Laws often
dating back to the 19th century and
defended by one-fifth of the U.S. Senate.

The inner defense is the extractive
culture itself. It is so pervasive within its
sphere that it deters outsiders from
putting down roots in the region, like
. plants that produce a chemical to block
other species from establishing them-
selves. This culture is the product of a
century of a low-level, fluctuating --
sometimes wildly swinging -- economy
in an isolated, often beautiful and always
difficult landscape.

The result is a region harder to pene-
trate than the fabled small towns of taci-
turn Vermont At the extreme of impene-
trability are Utah's small, theocratic
communities. A non-Mormon family in
such a community will literally have no
one to associate with because all activi-
ties center around the church.

Inany small Western town, if
Rotary, Kiwanis or the Elks are
not your cup of tea, or if you

prefer hiking or skiing to snowmobiling
and jeeping, or if you are a woman with
an independent streak, you will find
yourself short of groups to join.

This may not be a high barrier to
self-sufficient adults, especially if there
are other newcomers. Even a family with
kids will be fine.through, let's say, the

sixth grade. Parents from an urban back-
ground may be startled when their fourth
grader comes home with a copy of the
bible, presented to every child in class
personally by a member of the Gideons.
But that's not a major problem. Nor is it
important when your kid comes home
after taking the Iowa Basics test to say
the other kids didn't care about the test.
"We're going into the mines and make
more money than the principal."
It is harder in high school, when the

biology class votes overwhelmingly in
favor of creationism. You will be 'sur-
prised .that evolution is a voting matter.
You will be more surprised that the biolo-
gy teacher was among the majority voting
for the creation myth.

"Who voted with you?" you ask your
teenager. You mayor may not get an
answer. Teenagers love to fit in, and yours
is furious that you have brought him or
her up to have beliefs so at odds with the
community.

High school reveals more than just
. religious differences. The rural

West makes its living from the
ground, There is a little manufacturing
and away from tourist towns, fewer ser-
vice jobs. For generations, the way to sur-
vive was by farming, ranching, logging or
by digging under the ground.

As a result, if a school inculcates a
thirst for higher education in its children,
that almost guarantees that they will move
away, not merely geographically, but also
in terms of values. It is not only Native
American and Hispanic families who fear
losing their children to an outside world
and an alien culture. It is also many Anglo
families -- families who have been in
America for generations -- in thousands of
small Western communities.

The result is predictable. Grade
schools in small towns usually do an
excellent job. But high schools are likely
to be relaxed, with sports taken far more
seriously than academics. Attend a month-
ly school board meeting for a rural district
in the spring, when' hiring is being done,
and you are likely to hear the head of hir-
ing tell the board:

"This is a clean-cut young man who
grew up 'in 'the nearby town of X, and
went away to Y (the local teachers col-
lege). He will coach football this fall, and
teach math and French." The lack of beard
or a hippie appearance, the local origins
and in-state teaching diploma, are guaran-
tees that the new teacher will not be out of
step with the community. The combina-
tion of math and French comes from a
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small district's need to hire coach-teach-
ers. The pressure is always there to get the
"coach" first and then figure out what he
or she can teach.

The reason is simple: Failures on the
athletic field are far more public and felt
far more deeply by the community than
failures in the classroom.

After high school, it is acceptable for
youngsters who don't want to mine to go
to agricultural or teachers college -- they
can come home with that But additional
or different education is likely to separate
a young person from the family and town.
Compare that altitude with a typical
urbanite, who 'wants his kids to have cre-
dentials, preferably Ivy League creden-
tials, and who expects the public schools
to provide the motivation and courses to
give that son or daughter a jump on life.

Take the schools, social organizations
and churches as a whole, and a small town
presents a formidable presence to a person
moving in from the "outside." A mountain
climber would say it presents few hand-
holds.

During the 19708 energy boom, when

large firms transferred thousands of engi-
neers and executives into the region, one
often heard wives complain, "There '8 no
shopping here." Undoubtedly, the lack of
large malls and specialty shops bothered
them. But the "no shopping" complaint
was also code for a more difficult set of
complaints -- one their corporate position
wouldn't let them voice. They were com- '
plaining of a lack of social niches for peo-
ple like themselves. And when the energy
boom collapsed, they were gone as quick-
Iyas they had come.

The existence of astounding real
estate prices in Aspen, Santa Fe, Jackson,
Telluride, et al, provide other evidence of
the strength of the West's defenses. Why
would people spend fortunes to shoehorn
themselves into a Santa Fe or Sun Valley
when there are scores of much, much
cheaper traditional towns that are just as
spectacular in terms of scenery and far
more Western? The easy answer is glamor,
but actually many former urbanites move
to a resort town despite the glitz rather
than because of it.

The answer is that non-Westerners,
buy into the West's Aspens because that is
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so dominant there was no room for other
ways of life.

Moreover, the frontier closed on a,
way of life that was to prove surprisingly
long lasting. Because of its own inherent
strengths, its landscape and climate: and
because of reasons which the West had
no control over, that way of life was to
remain dominant for almost a century.

America has many rural regions --
Appalachia, the rural South, the Mid-
west. However, only the rural West is a
magnet to visitors. It appeals partly
because of scenery, but mostly because it
is still rooted in 19th century laws,
economies and values.
, If you are 'going to experience that

19th century way of life, you had hest
move quickly. For the first time in a cen-
tury, the West is wide open, and change
is proceeding at a rapid rate. The domi-
nant economies and the ways of life
based on those economies have lost
enormous ground. The 19th century lives
now on-momentum; the end is near.

The decline has created a vacuum
and, as in the homestead era, the West is
again open to resettlement Its wide open
nature is especially noticeable in the
marketplace -- real estate and businesses
are for sale at a fraction Of what they
would cost elsewhere in the nation. ..

But they are no bargains; they are
cheap because the West has come
unmoored. Arid or not, it is alIoat, bob-
bing violently in the wake created by the
capsizing and sinking of the West's natu-
ral resource economies: oil and gas, ura-
nium, power plant building, metal min-
ing and even cattle ranching. New

economies and new ways of life must he
established before the physical assets
become useful for more than retirees and
others interested in a scenic backdrop
and a rural pace.

H9w the West was busted open and
what .may take the place of the old
economies and culture are the subjects of
this series. As much as any Western, it is
filled with heroes, villains, last-minute
rescues and tragic errors.

Readers should know that these
- 'issues lack what Westerns had:

a dramatic ending. The out-
come of the reopening will not be known
for decades.

The possibilities are endless, with
the central question being: Who will
inherit control of the new West? Will the
existing population recover from the
blows it has suffered and adapt to
changed times? Will the Indian nations,
many of which are resurgent, carve out
larger, more dignified' niches for them-
selves? Or will outsiders come in, as
happened a century ago, and shove aside
both the Indian culture and the culture
established by those who pushed the
Indians out of the way in the 1800s?

Then what? Will a different, but still
distinctly regional, way of life be estab-
lished? And if so, with the establishment
of this new regional culture, will the
Western frontier again slim shut, isolat-
ing it from mainstream America for
another century? .

Or will the rural West succumb this
time, and become just another chunk of
homogeneous America; yet another vast
suburb on a featureless plain -- New Jer-
sey with bumps and fissures?

o

where they feel at home, even though
those towns are far less friendly on the
surface than a traditional small comniuni-
ty.

There is something else that discour-
ages many people moving into the rural
West: Money doesn't talk as loudly here
as it does elsewhere in the country. You
can't buy your way into a typical Western
community unless your money is matched
by a clever folksiness, in which case the
money isn't needed.

It is not so much resistance to money
as a general lack of it: for example, there
almost surely won't be a country club to
join. If there is one, it will be jury rigged.
Perhaps some newcomer had built a large
house with a swimming pool and tennis
court -- a place that would fit in among its
neighbors in any well-to-do suburb else-
where in America, but which will be a
white elephant in most Western towns.
Should the family then discover that it had
settled in the wrong place and put the
home up for sale, it will prove exceedingly
hard to sell. At that point, a creative real-
tor might put together a group of families
and sell them a "country club."

Show and pretention -- even the kind
called "good taste" -- are rare here. People
live in unpretentious houses, although they
may be able to afford more impressive
homes. Their passion and money, and ten-
dency to show off, go to the outside: spec-
tacular flower and vegetable gardens, a
nice barn and fences, a hobby ranch for
those able to keep cattle as pets.

Money has another handicap in the
rural West. Planning and zoning
are seen as something bordering

-on communism. Even where a developer
has tried to create an upscale island by
adopting restrictive covenants, you will
find homes with travel trailers, boats,
snowmachines, and even four or five cars
cluttering the yard' of an otherwise nice
looking ranch house. Occasionally, there
may even be a 4-H lamb in the backyard.
The covenants are there, but enforcing
them would go against the Western grain.

This is all general impressions taken
in during a 14-year sojourn here rather
than by survey and analysis. But there is
one set of statistics, beyond the price of
real estate, that bears on the question of
the West's resistance to mainstream Amer-
ica. The data show how different the rural
West is and why that difference can no
longer be maintained. -

Many residents of small Western
towns say they are great places to raise
children. Perhaps, but not in terms of life
expectancy, A study by three New Jersey
academics showed that young people in
the rural West are more likely to die a vio-
lent death than young people in an urban
ghetto. When broken down by category,
the rural West was more dangerous than
the Harlems of America in suicides, mur-
ders, accidents. The high death rate in the
rural West isn't due to one large factor,
such as dangerous rural roads, but holds
across the board. What it implies is a reck-
less, violent undercurrent to life.

Perhaps that violence, like the
region's gentler defenses, is part of how
the West has maintained its insularity deep
into, this century, confining the virus we
call modern America to a few mountain
tourist towns.

The above, in brief abstraction, is
,.,the underl¥ing. id~ that ~e.d' to
these four special Issues on eco-

nomic and cultural development. Begin-
ning two years ago, writers were sent let-
ters saying that economies and cultures
evolve together and that the collapse of
the West's extractive economy m the early
1980s would inevitably transform the
region's way of life. They were asked to

write on-the-ground stories to either sup-
port or refute that theory.

The 25 or so stories in these four
issues are the result of those letters. As I
read the articles, they support the theory
that the West is today being reworked
from the ground up -- that the frontier has
reopened. The mechanism for the reopen-
ing was the energy, minerals and land bust
of the early 1980s. It has depopulated
some communities and changed the popu-
lations of others. Those that will survive
will go into the 21st century as very dif·
ferent places. Families that have been in
place for several generations have been
swept away. Those tha have survived
have done so by changing dramatically or
by surrendering dreams, position and
income.

The centerpiece of these four issues is
a 20,OOO-word, four-part novella by Utah
writer Ray Wheeler. It is a novella
because, although it is fact, it has all the
elements of fiction -- drama, historic
change, vivid characters and an ending
that can be read in a variety of ways.

Southern Utah is an extreme place
even for the rural West. But "extreme"
doesn't mean different. On the whole,
southern Utah behaved just as the rest of
the West did during the boom, bust and
transformation, but it acted with more
flamboyance and frankness. As a result,
southern Utah makes clearly visible what
is harder to see in, let's say, Dubois, Wyo.,
or Leadville, Colo. After all, not every
board of county commissioners will
mount an American 'flag on the county
bulldozer and then celebrate the Fourth of
July plowing a new road into a federal
roadless area. The same thing was happen-
ing all over the West, but in Utah you
could see it.

Lest it seem that the West was nothing
but boom, boom, boom during this period,
and that no one showed good sense, there
is an article by Pat Ford describing how
the state of Idaho, with inspired leader-
ship, turned back a coal-fired power plant
Had we looked at Montana's Colstrip pro-
ject, at Colorado's Craig project, at Ari-
zona's Palo Verde project, at Exxon's
Colony oil shale project, we would have
fouod the development mania firmly in the
saddle, with those who counseled caution
being looked at as if they were from
another planet. Some savvy towns, or
towns with savvy leadership, probably laid
low and escaped the boom. But only
Meeker, Colo.. to my knowledge, joined
Boise in resisting corporate pressures to
join the boom. Meeker, a ranching town in
the heart of oil shale country, informed the
oil shale companies that it wanted no part
of the construction workforce: "You bus
'em in and you bus 'em out," it told the oil
companies.

Formost of a century, the rural
West knew what it was, and its

, living followed, modestly, but
almost automatically. Then, somewhere in
the last couple of decades, it lost that
meaning and pattern, and stumbled in
ways that have put the region up for grabs.
It is the purpose of these four issues to

examine the ways in which the West stum-
bled, and to determine how the region can
pick itself up again. In this examination,
accomplished by a score or so of writers
throughout the rural West, we wear our
heart on our sleeve. There is examination
and judgement, but no repudiation of the
past in this series. The extractive
economies, and the culture. that rested on
them w~r~ products 'of th~ir time. They
have left us a great deal to worle with, both
in terms of natural resources and of human
experience. The reworking of that heritage
into something more fitted for these tinies
is the task we have been set.
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